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1000W MINI POWER CARVING UNIT WOODWORKING TOOL

MIN.FG.900.00 BY ARBORTECH

itted with the most powerful Arbortech motor yet, the Mini

Carver™ is capable of taking users through shaping,

sculpting and sanding stages seamlessly. Featuring a durable

Optibelt to deliver more power and torque for faster,

smoother carving, and quick chage system to swap

attachments at the press of the button. The Mini Carver™ is

the ideal power tool for wood sculptors and carvers alike who

value performance, effciency and versatility.

This is the most versatile of all the power carving tools. It

comes with a 50mm blade that allows for side-to-side

shaping, that can be used for rapid wood removal, smooth

shaping, and delicate texturing. Additionally, it includes a

sanding system with a rubber backing pad that moulds to

suit the shape of your project. 

The Dust Extraction Attachment is a standard inclusion that

can be fitted to the tool and attached to a vacuum hose

during sanding operations. It will help keep work spaces free

from wood dust for a cleaners and safer environment.

The sanding function has been further enhanced with the

addition of a flexible rubber backing pad. By using the

variable speed option with the sanding system it will allow

you to continue to shape gently or take you through the

finishing stages of sanding.

The extension arm brings this tool into its own. Designed for

50mm blades and sandpaper grit, you can now sculpt and

sand wood in previously hard-to-reach places. The size and

extension of the blade means you have better control and

visibility. 

The 6-speed settings range from 6000 to 19,500 RPM,

allowing users to adjust the RPM of the Mini Carver™ to suit a

variety of wood carving, sculpting, and sanding needs.

Setting 5 and 6 is the ideal speed for high-performance wood

carving and sculpting.

 Setting 3 and 4 will allow for aggressive sanding needed for

evening-out rough surfaces.

SKU Option Part # Price

8730278 MIN.FG.900.00 $399

Model

Type Power Carving Tool

SKU 8730278

Part Number MIN.FG.900.00

Barcode 9313478902891

Brand Arbortech

Packaging + Shipping

Shipping Weight (Gross) 2.35 kg
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Setting 1 and 2 will provide the ideal speed for smooth,

finishing sanding without the risk of burning the wood.

Specifications:

Range Speed: AUS: 6,000 rpm- 19,500 rpm @ ext. spindle

Max. Blade Dia. 50mm

Disc Bore 9.5mm

Mx. Cutting Depth 10mm

Power Output 1000 Watt

Rating: Aus: AC, 230-240V, 50Hz (MIN.FG.900.00)

Tool Weight Approx. 2.35 kg

Includes:

Mini Carver™

Mini Pro™

Rubber Backing Pad

Heavy Duty Sanding Discs – 80, 180, 320 grit

Dust Extraction Attachment

Arbortech Carry Bag
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